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De Amerikaanse Jo March en haar tweelingbroer Chris groeien op in de
beschermde omgeving van hun hechte en zeer gelovige gezin. Op haar
achttiende verjaardag krijgt Jo te horen dat haar vader niet haar biologische
vader is. Het nieuws komt als een schok, maar ze is vastbesloten om meer te
weten te komen over haar `andere familie. Ze begint een zoektocht, die jaren zal
duren.Terwijl Jo steeds dieper in het verleden duikt en reist van Californië naar
Chicago, van Pakistan naar Irak, leert zij nieuwe familieleden kennen uit de
meest exotische streken en met zeer diverse achtergronden. Toch zijn al hun
levens onlosmakelijk met het hare verbonden.
G?m nh?ng bài h?c v? ng? pháp ti?ng Anh cùng các bài t?p th?c hành.
This three-level grammar practice series takes students through from Basic to
Advanced level English.
The authorized, paginated WTO Dispute Settlement Reports in English: cases for
2009.
The Oxford Guide to English Grammar is a systematic account of grammatical forms and the
way they are used in modern standard English. It is designed for learners at intermediate and
advanced levels and for teachers, and is equally suitable for quick reference to details or for
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the moreleisured study of grammatical topics. The emphasis is on meaning in the choice of
grammatical pattern, and on the use of patterns in texts and in conversations.
The second level in the Oxford Practice Grammar series. Grammar structures are explained in
detail with extended practice activities to build your confidence.
This textbook provides simple, systematic grammar practice for students from the beginner to
intermediate level.
This book presents grammar structures in short example sentences accompanied by concise
notes on form and use.
With a major emphasis on the craft of writing, discusses style, structure, vocabulary, grammar,
punctuation, and spelling.
Canadian Grammar Spectrum is a series of grammar reference and practice books for ESL
students. The books are set up in two-page spreads: a brief grammar explanation followed by
exercises. The books are suitable as in-class resources, homework tools, or self-study aids.
Each of the 180 grammar topics is organized into 2-page sections Explains how the grammar
for each topic is used and how to avoid mistakes Includes a tip to help students sound more
natural Covers the topics students need to know for the Cambridge ESOL exams (FCE, CAE
and CPE).
Providing a single-volume source of information about the English language, this text takes in
language examples from Cockney to Creole across a historical range from Chaucer to
Chomsky.

Academic English is an EAP Course Book & Syllabus, including IELTS Practice
sections. It combines a comprehensive syllabus and reliable teaching resources, work
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book exercises, and complete resource lists, making it the primary text for EAP
teachers and students alike, both as a study guide for students, and a source book for
teachers. This course book has been designed for the International Student wishing to
study Academic English and seeking to achieve a level that will gain Direct Entry into a
college or university of choice in a Western country like Australia, the United Kingdom,
or the United States of America. It is also designed for students who wish to bring their
level of English up to an acceptable International Standard, but not necessarily wishing
to go overseas for further study. The lesson structure has been designed by a team of
professional IELTS and Academic English teachers, and is enhanced by a set of
published resources readily available in most countries of the world.
English Grammar: The Basics offers a clear, non-jargonistic introduction to English
grammar and its place in society. Rather than taking a prescriptive approach, this book
helps the reader become aware of the social implications of choices they make to use
standard or non-standard (regional/dialect) forms. Readers will consider: • what
grammar is and how it fits into the structure of language; • how grammar functions in
the school curriculum, the press, broadcasting and social media, as well as how these
outlets reflect and reinforce our attitudes towards grammar; • differences between
speech and writing, as well as between formality and informality; • major different
approaches to theorising and describing grammar from important grammarians,
including Noam Chomsky and Michael Halliday. Featuring a glossary of key terms and
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practical tips and insights from the author's 50+ years of language teaching experience
around the world, this book is for anyone who has ever found themselves questioning
the ‘rules’ of the English language.
The right balance of explanation and practice at every level. This three-level series
adapts the grammar-practice format so that it matches student's needs at each stage of
their learning. Basic provides an abundance of practice and short explanations.
Intermediate offers the students moredetailed and extended practice. The Advanced
level gives students challenging proactive axctivities and in-depth explanations to assist
them in complete comprehension.
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New Oxford English Grammar is Oxford's brand new and definitive guide to grammar usage.
This book has been written by a leading expert in the field, covers both British and American
English, and makes use of the unrivalled language monitoring of Oxford's English Dictionaries
programme. Arranged in three clear parts for ease of use, its comprehensive coverage ranges
from the very basic to the most complex aspects of grammar, all of which are explained clearly
and engagingly. This descriptive source of reference is invaluable for those with an interest in
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the English language, undergraduate students of all disciplines, and for anyone who would like
a clear guide to English grammar and how to use it.
Provides simple systematic grammar practice for students from beginner to intermediate level.
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